MOSSPARK AND CORKERHILL COMMUNITY COUNCIL (M3C)
Meeting Held: Monday 18th April 2016
CHAIR ‐ ANNE MCINTYRE
VICE‐CHAIR ‐ JEANETTE HUTCHESON
SECRETARY ‐ ELAINE MCSPORRAN
TREASURER ‐ AVRIL GETHINS
Members in attendance: Anne McIntyre, Elaine McSporran, Eddie Gethins, Betty Donnelly,
Elsa Harper, Tommy Lindsay, Linsey Wilson, Diane Andrew and Maria Bradley
Members of the Public: Cllr Alex Wilson, MSP Glasgow Pollok Humza Yousaf, Shona
McAlpine, Cllr Alistair Watson, Davie Cameron and Joanna Johnson
Apologies: Avril Gethins, Josephine Dunnachie, Pam Wilson, Jeanette Hutchison
Community Police: not present and no apologies

The minutes from the previous meeting on Monday 18th April 2016 were approved.


Continuous reports regarding roads/area being submitted on the app for GCC.



Meeting to take place with Lesley McGregor re Mosspark Square



Road traffic calming for Mosspark Drive/Bellahouston Drive still being pursued.



Tam Kirkwood GCC Parks Dept confirmed investigations had taken place and the
subsidence may be due to old mining roads. Areas are fenced off and further
investigation will take place and update will follow. No immediate danger however
keep clear. Will not affect the arena area in park.



Clean up Glasgow renamed as Environmental Task Force will provide more info this
month on how things will be changing.



Prince and Princess of Wales Hospice Chief Executive Rhona Baillie and Director of
Operations Anne Hattie will be giving a small presentation at the next meeting on
20th June followed by short Q&A regarding update of hospice in Bellahouston Park.



Funding Meeting at Rosshall was successful and all parties were awarding funding
towards their projects on the evening.



Have a list of appropriate outlets to apply for additional funding as well as DGF
application from GCC.



Facebook page now at 200+ members and proving to be a great way of
communicating for residents and charities such as SW Foodbank.

Tommy Lindsay
 Attended the meeting with Alex regarding Summer Sessions.
 Complaints were listened to and agreed to improve things for this year.
 Telephone line was useless as no one could get through. This will be reviewed
 Parking will be more well managed, permits issued and barriers manned more
carefully. Clunie Road was an issue and this was taken on board.
 The contract for security is still out to tender therefore hoping this will provide new
and improved staffing for the events.
 Taxis were not available as no way in and out. The buses provided will be rectified as
this caused chaos and possibility of these being at Ibrox.

Cllr Alex Wilson
 Will arrange a meeting with Elaine to meet Lesley McGregor after her annual leave
regarding provision of items for Garden on the Square. Raised beds etc.


Mosspark Drive is on the programme for 16/17 regeneration to have traffic calming
and road surfacing. Still continuing to pursue this and a meeting being arranged with
Roads Traffic Dept. They were extended an invite to CC meeting but declined so will
ask again due to the importance of the issue and CC will email to support this.
Continuing to raise all traffic issues which have been highlighted by CC and residents.



A regular survey of the area is carried out to find out what needs to be done and
where. Extra bins will be provided and requested some stand‐alone bins at the shops
to help combat the issue of litter. Some pole mounted bins have been set on fire and
need replaced.



DF concerts had a contract for 3 years which was rent free. They have 2 acts at the
moment and this is likely to be all they have but no guarantee. They are happy to
look into providing some funding to the area from proceeds and will be pursuing a
generous and reasonable offer.

Humza Yousaf
 Suggested that there is a need to look into the situation at Corkerhill regarding the
parking for the football. A general view of residents’ wishes can be gathered and
contact with football coach and the traffic department will help.
Possibility volunteers to help with parking and monitoring it during the games.
CC proposed suggesting that staggered finishes may be an option.


At the moment legalisation regarding fines for parking on pavements has not yet
been finalised. However it would not necessarily be a blanket ban and in general all
communities would be considered where roads are narrow and parking on kerbs is
the only option.



Litter picking is needed around the area and have contacts to provide equipment for
use on the day. There is definitely a much wider issue than at Mosspark shops and a
need for regular clean ups in the community.

Alistair Watson
 Has a good long standing relationship with Andy Elliot of Pollok United and will speak
to him regarding the parking issues. He will also put forward for parking bays for the
residents in to allow them to park at their own place of residence. CC have
suggested that it would be good to get an overall view of residents.


Asked for a speed check in Aros Drive some years ago and has been raising issue of
traffic in the area for a long time. The Traffic Management Plan is now over 40 years
old and will request an update and check of the geographical area. CC would prefer
to keep this to the roads causing a main concern as the budget would unlikely cover
the whole community area of Mosspark and Corkerhill. Alex had already requested
this previously and was following up so grateful for the extra support.

Treasurer – Avril Gethins
 There are funds of £1060.99. The church hall for April and May have still to be
deducted which will leave a total of £1014.99


Purchasing of a banner is acceptable as long as we have details of the CC and GCC on
it. This would be for the school and will be to ensure safe parking and to keep the
area a litter free zone. There will be other administration costs which money can
cover.

The Chair closed the meeting and thanked everyone for attending.
The next meeting will take place on Monday 16th May 2016 in Mosspark Parish Church at
7.30pm.

